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Acknowledging that the separate chapters of the book use European
categories to analyze and describe a non-Western culture, the final chapter
attempts "to bring the analytical pieces back together again" and integrate the
various themes by way of conclusion (p. 9). One recurring theme is the
constant misfit between contrasting Spanish and native interpretations of the
same phenomenon. Traditional acknowledgements of reciprocity provided the
framework in which natives interpreted the gifts (cattle, cloth, and later, cash
payment) that Spaniards made them in return for the right to use the land. The
bearers of these "gifts" saw them in quite another light, however-as rental
fees or even "payments" for the sale of property. Is there something here akin
to the "Double Mistaken Identity" coined by James Lockhart for Central
Mexico?
Two other important conclusions are significant for the history of the
Andes in a broader sense. First, much of Viceroy Francisco de Toledo's
efforts in censusing and forced resettlement of the south had already been
accomplished in the north by 1570, suggesting that his visita, designed to carry
out a definitive reorganization of tribute and labor systems for the Spanish
state and where necessary to resettle Indians into Spanish-style settlements in
order to allow more effective control by Spanish corregidores and Indian
officials, "merely furthered previous efforts to bend indigenous culture to
Spanish imperial ends" (p. 161). Second, there was considerable cultural
overlap between native peoples on the coast and in the highlands: the basis of
legitimacy of the curacas, the view of natural resources and the rules for their
use, the idea and system of tribute, and the beliefs and practices of ancestor
worship
were common to all Andean communities.
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